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The manuscript by Ataie-Ashtiani and Simmons discuss the novelty and importance of the 11c. book of Al Karaji “Extraction of hidden waters” for the exploitation of subsurface waters in Medieval times using the qanat technology. This is an important, poorly known interdisciplinary topic covering Hydrology, Geotechnical Engineering and Geodesy, with various important implications and suitable for the Special Volume of
HESS on the ‘History of Hydrology’. The manuscript, however, has two main problems, which call for major revision, mainly focusing on the need for a more critical and technical approach. A) A first problem is that the manuscript is describing the work and personality of Al Karaji from a rather narrow point of view. His contribution cannot and should not be underestimated, but the context and possible background of his work should be noticed. A1) Some pioneers in the study of qanats such as Wulff and English, cited by the authors, notice a “Book on qanats”, written about 100 years before Al Karaji and which covers at least some aspects of Al Karaji’s book. A2) Persian engineering during the Abbasid period described by Al Karaji is likely to summarize a knowledge and experience which was both produced in Persia and imported from other regions. Clearly, early engineers in Persia and the surrounding area had developed a technology for the construction of the first qanats in favourable rock conditions (what can be currently classified as soft soils), probably since 1000BC (and not since 3000BC, as marked in line 89), but at the same period there have been impressive engineering works in the regions covered by modern Greece (Mycenean era, before 1000BC) and modern Italy (circa 700BC, Etruscans) (see for example Angelakis et al, 2003). Furthermore, Eupalinus had constructed in Samos Island, Aegean Sea, a 1000m long tunnel from two openings only, with a second, qanat-type tunnel beneath it through both unstable and hard rock (see Kienast, 1995); this testifies to an ancient technology and science which have probably influenced later periods, including Al Karaji (cf. Lewis, 2001). The Persian expansion to Egypt during the Achaemenid period was most probably facilitated by the adaptation of the qanat technology to Egypt, but Persians probably benefited from the knowledge of surface waters by ancient Egyptians who had developed specific metrological techniques (“Nilometers”). Apart from a mutual transfer of technology in hydrological engineering between ancient Persia and adjacent regions, at a later stage, there might have been also a transfer of Roman water technology (for example, Grewe, 1998), summarized by Vitruvius, the work of which was possibly known to Persian intellectuals. B) A second point noticed in Stiros (2006) is that Al Karaji (and all other ancient writers) on one hand was subject to strict
limitations in publicization of critical technical information, which was limited to muqan-
nis, of specific guild-type groups working on qanats till the sub-modern era; this makes
ancient books different from modern technical manuals. On the other hand, Al Karaji
book reveals that he had the SENSE of engineering (for example concerning his under-
standing of accuracies) and he was most probably aware of critical details of the
construction and exploitation of qanats. In this framework, his book included several
figures, in some analogy to the book of Agricola, and this was rare in the ancient world.
These figures (which are currently freely accessible) are the most important and less
well understood point of his work (only some have been commended by Lewis 2001),
and they deserve some explanation. I am afraid that in its present form, the manuscript
does not permit to the average reader to understand what these figures mean and the
techniques used in antiquity to construct aqueducts. I believe that this problem can be
easily overpassed, adding some explanations for each figure. Such explanations need
not be very technical and detailed, as for example in Stiros (2012) for the leveling of
qanats or in Lewis (2001), but it is enough to add next to each ancient figure an ex-
planatory graph and a short text to summarize their significance. For example, in figure
9 for the alignment of the tunnel, it is suggested to use some shading for the rock, to
mark the shaft and the tunnel axis (I guess marked with letters in the original figure),
to explain some symbols used and also provide an order of magnitude of the scale in-
dicated. For some figures, the comments of Lewis 2001 on Al Karaji (especially pages
298-302) will be very helpful. These changes will lead to a useful and well documented
article, suitable for the Special Issue of HESS on the History of Hydrology. S. Stiros
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